Congratulations! You have finished the math placement exam!
The placement exam results can help you determine which course is appropriate for you, however, your background and feelings of readiness must also be considered. Placement in the correct course is key to your success. PLEASE KEEP THESE RESULTS AND BRING THIS SHEET TO SEE YOUR PROF. IF YOU END UP SIGNING A COURSE CONTRACT.

Your Math Placement Exam Grade/Level is: _____ (with Algebra score___/15 & Precalc. score_____/17)
(Skills test will be out of 32 points for Calc. and 22 points for Precalc.)

Our recommendation is:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level*</th>
<th>Recommended Course</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Calculus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Calculus with recommendation to review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Precalculus or Calculus with contract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Take College Algebra elsewhere or Precalculus with a contract</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further interpretation:

**Level 1 - Recommended course: Calculus**
You did very well on the placement exam. With the effort that is appropriate for a college-level mathematics course you should be able to do well in Calculus. If you are planning to enroll in Precalculus, you should consider moving to Calculus. You will be excused from the skills test in your course.

**Level 2 - Recommended course: Calculus with review work or Precalculus**
If you are planning to enroll in Calculus, your score showed that you might have difficulty with some concepts. Please see your detailed results and talk with your Calculus instructor about specific things you can do to brush up on your math skills. If you are planning to take Precalculus, you are probably in the right course.

**Level 3 - Recommended course: Precalculus, or Calculus with a contract**
Your score showed that you have some deficiencies that need to be addressed (see detailed results). We suggest that you take Precalculus before Calculus. If you are enrolling in Precalculus, you have probably chosen the right course. If you plan to enroll in Calculus, you MUST see the Calculus instructor before enrolling and sign a course contract.

**Level 4 - Recommended course: College Algebra, Algebra course or Precalculus with contract**
Your placement exam score showed that you may have difficulty with some of the concepts that are necessary to succeed in Precalculus. We would suggest taking College Algebra, or a remedial algebra course at a Community College or University before enrolling in Precalculus. If you would like to stay in Precalculus, you must see your instructor and sign a contract stating your intent before registration.

Instructions for Registration:

**If you scored at the appropriate level for your course** (Level 1 – 2 for Calculus, Level 1-3 for Precalculus):
You will be able to register for the course with no problems. When you register, if you have problems with a prerequisite related to testing, AND you did score at the right level, email Prof. Conrath, conrath@bethel.edu, with the issue and the date you took the placement test.

**If you did not score at the right level for your course** (Level 3 – 4 for Calculus or Level 4 for Precalculus): If you would still like to consider taking this course, you will need to meet with the instructor for the course you are considering. If you choose to take the course, you will sign a course contract and discuss reviewing for the course. Please see the instructor for the course soon and bring this sheet.
Instructions for later: At some point, you will want to review your detailed results showing which (if any) questions you answered incorrectly. Your results can be viewed by clicking on a link in an email that will be sent at the end of this testing session. Your advisor and instructor will also receive emails with links to your scores and they can access your scores at any time. This online system is fairly new, so you may need to tell your advisor to find an email from “Patrice Conrath” regarding BubbleQuest testing results, and use the links provided in the email to access your results.

Skills Test: Your professor for your math course will explain the prerequisite skills test on the first day of classes. This test is required for students who score at level 2-4 for Calculus, or level 4 for Precalculus, and is taken during the 2nd week of classes. If you need to take the exam, you will sign up for a time to take the exam during the first week of the course. The skills test will look very similar to the math placement exam, so you will want to study the concepts you missed on the placement exam, before taking the skills test. Study sheets are available with your detailed results (click on “the "Topics for Review" link when you view your results).

Directions for retrieving your detailed results and review materials:
Find the placement exam email from p-conrath@bethel.edu with your placement exam results. The email will contain a link to your complete results. Follow the directions within the email.

Contacting Professors

Now that you know your math placement exam results…
Do you want some advice? Are you unsure about your course? Do you need to sign a contract?

PLEASE GO TO YOUR PROF’S OFFICE & CHECK THEIR DOOR FOR OFFICE HOURS. IF YOU HAVE TROUBLE CONTACTING YOUR PROF. DURING OFFICE HOURS, CONTACT THEM WITH THE INFORMATION BELOW.

Contact Information for Fall 2013 Math Profs.:

- Precalculus (Sec. 1): Dr. Deborah Thomas, CC 230A, 651-638-6896, thodeb@bethel.edu
- Calculus 1 (Sec. 1): Dr. David Wetzell, CC 221, 651-638-6405, wetzell@bethel.edu

If you have further questions, contact Professor Conrath, the math placement exam testing coordinator, at conrath@bethel.edu or 651-638-6348.